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In this

Iune4,1974

paper, we study the generalized Ramsey number

r(Gr,'..,G)

where

the graphs Gru,.,G* consist of complete graphs, complete bipartite eraphs,
paths, and cycles. Our main theorem gives the Ramsey number for thp case
where G, y.., G7" &ta fixed and G1 = Cn or P, with n sufficiently large. If among
Gr,.,,,Go there are both complete graphs and odd cycles, the main theorem
requires an additional hypothesis corcerning the size of the odd cycles relative
to their number. If among Gr,..., G* there are odd cycles but no complete
graphs, then no additional hypothesis is necessary and complete results can be
expressed in terms of a new type of Ramsey number which is introduced in this
paper. For k 2 3 and k :4 we determine all necessary values of the new
Ramsey number and so obtain, in particular, explicit and complete results
for the cycle Ramsey numbers r(Co, C7, Cr) and r(Co, Cr' C*, C^) when n

is

large.

1. INrnooucrroN

The Ramsey number r(Gr , G2,..., G) is the least positive integer p
such that if (&, E2,..., E*) is an arbitrary partition of the edges of the
complete graph Kp, then, for some i, the edge-induced subgraph (Ea)
contains a graph isomorphic to Gi. The classes Er, Er,-.., Eo are usually

visualized as color classes and the partition (Er,82,..., E*) is thought of
N Gp: G
as an edge coloring using k colors. In the case Gt = G, P "'
the Ramsey number is denoted r(G; k).
Although the classical problem of determining r(K*,I{,) remains
relatively untouched, several interesting results in generalized Ramsey
Copyrisht @ 1976 by Acadmic Pres, Inc.
Atl rights of reproduction in my form reeryed.
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theory are known for the case k : 2. Progress in determining generalized
Ramsey numbers for k > 2 has been comparatively slow, but some
interesting results have been obtained recently. The path Ramsey number
for three colors, r(P1, P*, P,), is studied in [6]. Although exact values
are, in general, unknown, there are several papers which give upper and
lower bounds for Ramsey numbers of the type r(G; k). A useful survey of
recent results in generalized Ramsey theory is given in [3].
In this paper, we study the Ramsey number r(G1 , Gr,..., Go) where ft
is arbitrary and where the graphs Gr, Gr 1..., Gp coltsist of complete graphs,
complete bipartite graphs, paths, and cycles. This otherwise inaccessible
problem is made tractable by taking G,
= Cn, a cycle of length n, where
n is sufficiently large, and by imposing certain other conditions concerning
the size of odd cycles. Although our general result must be expressed
in terms of some unknown Ramsey numbers, by appropriate specializations of the main result we obtain some explicitly stated, nontrivial

results.
r(Cn ,

In

C7

particular, we obtain

all of the cycle Ramsey numbers
r is sufficiently

, Co) and r(C, , C1, Co , C*) for the case where

large.

For the most part, our notation will conform to that used in [1] or [8].
will be in our description of eertain m-partite structures.
Let V, , Vr,..., V* denote disjoint sets of vertices. The collection
(Vr,, Vr,..., V*) will be called an m-partite t)eltex set. If I Vrl :
I Vrl: "' : I V., l: a, we shall write (2, ,V2,...,V*) ryKo*. Given
(V, , Vr,..., V*), we shall say that (Xr, Xr,..., X*) is a subpartite Dertex
set if XiC V.;for i : 7,..., z. We deflne
One exception

E(V,)

:

{{u, u} | u,

u

e V,, u

* ri

and

E(Vr,..., V,,)

:

{{u, u} | u e V6, u e V1,

i + i}.

Let (Er,..., En) denote a partition of E(Vr,..., V-) into k color classes.
The coloring is called canonical if; for every pair i * j, E(4, 2,.) meets
only one color class.
The following notation is introduced for the purpose of stating our
main result in a more concise way. Let [K], [B], and [C] denote the
following sequences of complete graphs, complete bipartite graphs, and
odd cycles, respectively:

[.lq

:

(K., ,..., Ko),

LBI: (K(br,
lCl

:

ct),..., K(b",

(Cru,*r,..., Cru,*r)-

c,)),

bn

{ co, i -

1,..., r,
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Now, using an obvious notation, we note that the Ramsey number
under consideration in this paper is r(C^,1K1, [r], [CD. Note that the
number of graphs, and hence color classes, is /r : r+ J+' + 1' It
will be advantageous to introduce a second, more oonvenient, indexing
scheme for the edge classes. To this end, we define

EK6: Es';'
EBi: E'11fi'
ECi : Er+s+r+i.,

i:l'"''r'
i - l'"-s'
:
i

1,.",t'

other words, EK6 is the edge class which is associated with the fth
complete graph, etc. We shall adhere to this notation eten in the case
wheie one of the sequences [K], [B], or [C] is missin*- Finally, we defi.ne

In

/:I

(bni:t

- 0,
2.

A

l), r)0,
s:0.

CnIrtcAL CoLoRING

graph of order r(61,-", CJ - I in which
no (8,> contains a graph isomorphic to G; is called a aiticol coloring.
Fortunately, in generalized Ramsey theory it is often the casc that there
is a critical coloring which is of the canonical type. We shall now describe
some special operations for producing canonical edge partitions. These
operations will be used to give a critical coloring of the oompl€tc graph

A coloring of the complete

of order r(C^,lKl, [B], [CD - l.
Let Kr{E;k} denote the complete graph of order p' togrther with a
certain idge partition E : (Er,..., E ). The bi-expuaim of Kr{E;k},
denoted b(K,{E;k}), is the complete graph of order 2P with its edges
partitioned into k * 1 classes that is obtained by tating two isomorphic
copies of Ko{E;k} with all of the edges from one copy to the other in the
additional edge class Zo*r. Note that the ith iterate' t(Kr{E; k}), is a

complete graph of otder 2ip with its edges partitiomod into k * i
classes and with no odd cycle in any of the edge-indgced subgraphs

(E**r),"', (Eo*)'

be given. The expmd, denoted e(Kn{E;k},
graph
of order pq with edgss partitioned into
X,{nx;iDi, is the complete
L ij ctusres that is obtained by replacing each vertex of K,{E;k} with
an isomorphic copy of Kr{Ex;j} and by making aU edges between two
copies in the same class as the edge which joined the t$'o vertices which

Li x,1n;k) and, Ko{E*;i)

the copies replace.
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We now describe a special Ko{E;k}, called the canonical ladder.
Withp, * pz I "' * pr, : p,let(.Vr,..., Yy)be ak-partite vertex set such
that lVil: po for i:1,...,k. Letting 1 denote the f,nite sequence
(pr,..., pt), the canonical ladder, denoted CLlIl, is the complete graph
of order p with edge partition (8, ,..., 87,) deflned as follows:

E(V)eEi,
E(Vi ,

Vj) C

Ei

for i:1,...,k,
for a117 < i.

Using the concept of canonical ladder, bi-expansion, and expand
we can describe the desired critical coioring. Letting 1 : {n - l,
br- 1,...,b,- 1), form the canonical ladder CL[1] and note that this

yields a partition of the edges of the complete graph of order n * I - 1
into s * I color classes in which (E ), does not contain C" and (,EBi1
does not contain K(bi , c) for I - 1,.... s. In fact, (E ) contains no P,
and (EB) contains no Pzb. for i : 1,..., s. Now form bt(CLl[) and note

that this yields a complete graph of order 2tQt - I 1) with edges
partitioned into s -l- I -l- 1 color classes in which (fr) does not contain
Cn, (EB.i) does not contain K(bi , c) for i : 1...., 5, and (ECi; does not
contain C26,*1 for i : 7,..., t.
Let r* denote the Ramsey number r(lKl).\Ye know that there exists
a complete graph of order rx - 1 rvith edges partitioned into r color
classes such that (E1() does not contain K., for i - 1,..., r. Let us denote
this example as K,*-r{E*; r}. Finally. form the expand,
e(K," -'{E* ; r }. DI(CL

[])).

We thus obtain a complete graph of order 2t(rx - l)(n + I - 1) with
s- r* 1 color classes such that (E)
edges partitioned into k:ri
does not contain C,, <.EKi> does not contain Ko.fot i:1,...,r, (EB)
does not contain K(bi,c) for i - 1,...,s and (ECu) does not contain

Cs.*, for i:1,..., /. Hence, we know that r(C,,lKl,LB|, [C]) >
we shall prove that lf n
- lXn * I - 1). In our main theorem,
on
are satisfi.ed, then the

2t(rx

is sufficiently large and if certain conditions
example given is critical, i.e.,

r(C,,lKf,

[B], [C])

3.

:2t(rx -

1)(n

[CJ

+I-

1)

+

1.

PRTUUTNARY RESULTS

It is well known that given arbitrary positive integers k and q, there exists
a least positive integer f(k,q) with the property that if p >-f(k,q) and
if the ed-ses of K(p, p) are colored using k colors, then there will be a

ERDOS ET AL,
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monochlomaticK(q,q).Thefunction/has,notbeendeterminedprecisely
purposes it suffices to note the existence
[5, Chap. 12]. However, for our

rrr.

exisience of
ideas.

"ir.
with related

/is the bipartite

case of the first of two lemmas dealing

where
Lsnrul 1. Let (Er,.-.,En) be a partition of E(Y""''Y*)'
p is
if
Then'
integer'
positiue
arbitrary
q
an
be
(Yr,..., I/*) =Kn*. Let
tiiri*tii' lqrge, there ixists a subpartite set (Xt,"''X*) - K{ for
wnicn *i induced coloring of E(Xr,"', X*) is canonical'
:2 is the
Proof. The proof is by induction on m' The case of m positive
arbitrary
an
r
be
bifartiie result which is discussed above. Let
iri"g"r. Then, by the induction hypothesis, there exists a subpartite set

of E(W""'' W*-'\
a*:,..., W*-) =Kfl-1 such that tili induced coloring
exist I' C Y* and
there
is canonical. By means of the bipartite result,
thatE(X''Y')
andsuch
Xte Wlwith I& |: q,I I, Iaslargeasdesired,
and
X'
sets
m""ts ooty one color ciass'-similarly, one obtains
'"''WnX"-'
Y's
the
corresponding
Yr,..., Y*:-rwhere each Xi is a 4-subset of the
' (7'
i
all
for
q'
arrd'
are- nested- Y*-te Y*-ze "'e Yr, lY*-tl:
:
wa
E(Xi , Y) meets only one color class' Hence, setting X* !*-1 '
claimed'
as
I
is
canonical
nrait uiifre induced coloring of E(Xt,"', X*)

Thesecondlemmaissimilar,exceptthatasetofverticeswhosesize
is fixed is involved.

x\' where
Lsrrue 2. Let (Er,..-,E*) be a partition of E(Y1 ,..., Y^ '
(Vr,..., V*\ = Ko* ond X : {xr,"', xu\' Ict q be an arbitrorY Posititse
* K{,
irig"r. Then, if p is sfficiently large, there exists (Yr,...,Y-)
of
eoloring
a iubpartite set of (Vr,-.',Y*\, such that the induced
E(Yr,..., Y* , {xr},..., ixu}) ls cononical'
positive integer' By Lemma l' there.exists
of
a sutpartite set (U, ,..., U*)-;l(,- such that the induced coloring
from
r
edges
thrc
Since
X'
xrir
vertex
E6;:..., U-) is canonical. Consider
exists
*, to uoy giirrn tln are divided into k classes, it is clear that there
induced
the
that
(U.,
U
of
"', *)'such
(W r,..., W,n) = K {, asubpartite set
this-process'
cotoring o,f E(14t,..., W*, {rr}) it canonical' By repeating

Proof. Let r be an ariitrary

tJt inE "'CWncrJi, i:1'""m' where the
of E(Y1 ,..., i*, {xr},"', {x1}) is canonical as claimed' I

we obtain the nested
induced coloring

can be expressed
The basic results contained in the next three lemmas
be a partition
(Et
let
as follows. For r fixed and n sufficiently large,
' 'E')
:
1)
+ 1 for which
of the edges of a complete graph of order P m(n lemmas
following
(,Er) contains no C, u"a <A> contains no K, ' Then' the
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give the existence of ru vertex-disjoint cycles in (Er) which are sufficiently
large and, in a sense to be defined, maximal. The large cycles are ordered
in such a way that each vertex in a subsequent cycle or not on any cycle
is adjacent in (E ) to at most r
2 vefiices of a given cycle.

-

LEunI.t
which

3.

(Er)

Proof.

For

p ) n(r - l), let (Er,

contains no

K, . Then (Er)

By Turan's theorem

[,

Er) be a partitian of E(Ko)

for

contains a cycle of length at least n.

Chap. 17],

i\,
- 2) _r
- (\2)
_Tl_

tI r_z
F tI \.z(P'
___T
-i')(r
wherep

:7

(mod(r

-

<j < r -

1)), 0

1.

It follows that

,E,t)-ilrl,\- r] +i[r-=l]ir-il;\-

r]

.

Hence, by the Erd<is-Gallai theorem l4l, <E > contains a cycle of length

at least

(p'
Finally, if p
LBtrrn.r

(Er)

-

2(,

- l)X(r - lXp -

1)).

- l),then (E ) contains a cycle of length atleas;t n. I
4. For r ) 3, let (E1, E) be a partition of E(Kr) such that
)

n(r

contains no

(a) if (Er)

K,.

Then

no C4y, each uertex V(Kp) - V(C)
r - 2 oertices of C1 , and
(b) if (Er) contains a Cl for I 2 2r, then (Er) contains a smaller
cycle, of lengthj where I + 3
- 2r { j < l.
contains

a

Cs and

is adjacent in (Er) to at most

Proof. (a) Let C1 : (xt, x2,..., xt,, xr) and let x e V(Kp) - Y(C).
Let x be adjacent in (E) to vertices xir,...,x6, of the cycle, where
i, { ". < i" . Observe that no two of these vertices can be consecutive
vertices of the cycle, for otherwise (4) would contain a cycle of length
/ * l. Consider the set of vertices
A

:

{xrr-r,..,, xr'.-r}.

By the previous argument, no vertex in ,4 is adjacent in (E ) to x. Also,
(E ), for otherwise (E ) would contain
a cycle of length / * l. Therefore, A together with x are vertices of a

no two vertices of A are adjacent in

256
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). Since (E )
orequivalentlys(r-2.

complete graph in (E

(b)

Let

C1:

(xr , xz ,..., xt.,

B

contains no

xi

I(,,

we have s

* I(

r,

and consider the set of vertices

: {xr, xz ,,.., xzr_t}.

(E ) contains no K, , there are two vertices of B which are adjacent
(E
in
). Hence, thereis acycle of lengthatleast I - (b - 3): I * 3 - 2r
(E).
in
I
Since

LsraL,A

5.

For

p: m(n- I) and r >3, let (Er,E) be a partition
(Er) contains no Cn and (E) contoins no K, - Let

of E(Kr) such that

e 2 2r be fixed. Then, if n is sufficiently large, (Er) contains m disioint
cycles C1r,...,Ct*, where 4 4h 4n for i:1,.--m- fuch ,ytl!.9!,
is of maximal teilth, subiect to the bound li 1n, in the subgraph of (E)
induced by the set of uertices not contained in any cycle C1,for

i <

i-

Proof. Without loss of generality, take n > q(r - l) and note that,
by Lemma 3, (Er) contains a cycle C7 with I ) q. lf I > z, then by
applying Lemma 4(b), several times if necessary, we obtain a cycle of length
/ where S < I < n. Take /, to be the length of a maxirnal such cycle.
If the vertices of C,, are deleted, we have a complete graph of order at
least (m - l)(n - 1) dnd with edge partition (8, , E) satifing the same
conditions as before. Thus, for this graph we obtain G, fo (l5r)', where
" Sire, origrnally,
/, is maximal subject to the bounds q < L { zp: m(n - 1), repetition of the basic argument yields the m cycles

Crr,..., Cl* as claimed.

I

Applications of the previous lemmas can lead to the following situation.
There is an m-pafiite set (Vr,..., V*) and an edge partition (8 , E ) of
E(Vr,..., V*) such that each vertex in Vi is adjacent in (E ) to a limited
number of vertices in Vi for i ( i. The final two lemmas then deal with
that situation.

6. Let (Er, Er) be a partition of E(Vr, Y), where Vr i : P
:
l q. If each uertex in V2 is adjacent in (E) to qt most r ttertices
in V1 and if p > qr, then there is an XtC V1 where lX. i : p - qr 'ruch
Lputvra.

ad

I Vr

that E(X, , V2) g Ez .

Proof. This is obviously so, since the total number of vertices in tr!
which are adjacent in (,E) to some vertex of Vris at most qr. I

7. Let (Et , Er) be a partition of E(Yr,.--, V*) where
(Vr,..., V*) - Kn* and assume that each aerlex of Y, is adiacent in (Er)
Lelvllar
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to at most r Dertices of Vifor j <i. Let q be aru arbitrary positiue integer.
Then, if p is sufficiently large, there exists (X,,..., X*)
- K{, a subpartite
set of (Vr,..., V*), such that E(Xr,..., X; e Ez .

Proof. The proof is by induction on m. For m : 2, set p : (r -f l)q
and apply Lemma 6. Applying the induction hypothesis, let
(Wr,...,W*-r) =Kp-L be a subpartite set of (Vr,..., Z--r) such that

W*)

X* be an arbitrary q-subset of V* . Note that
is adjacent in (E ) to at most r vertices of W} , Setting
q' : (r -f 1) q and applying Lemma 6 to (W1, X*) for j : |,...,ffi
- 1,
we obtain the stated result. I
E(Wr,...,

each vertex of

e E, . Let

X-

4. THs M.lrN

Tnroneu. Let lKl, lBl, and lCl

TneoRgr\.r

denote the following fixed sequmces

of graphs:

lKl : (Kq,..., Ko,),
lBl: (K(bt, cr),,.., K(b", c),
lCl

:

(C ru,*r,...,

Di

(

ci

,

Cza*).

Further, let

r*:r(lKI),
:2

r>0
r:0

and define

':i

Proof.

r)'

- , ;:, i : 1,..., t. Then, if n is sufficientty
r(Cn,fK),t l, tcl) : 2t(r* - l)(n+ /- l) + 1.

Require that di
Iarge,

@,_

>,z'-i(r*

The example given in Section 2 shows that

r(C*,lKl,

[B], [CD

> 2'(r* -

1)("

+ /-

1).

Forp:2t(r*-l)("+Il)+t and k:r*s*t+l,
let
(Et,..., E) be a partition of the edges of Kn . We shall steadfastly assume
that (rr) contains no Cn, (EK) contains no Kaifor i: 1,...,r, (EBr)
contains no K(br, cr) for i : 1,..., s, and that (ECr) contains no C26oa1
for i : 1,..., /. These assumptions lead ultimately to a contradiction. Let
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Let q* 2 2F be flxed. Since (E)
- E, and t : r([K],lBl,we[C]).
find
that if r is sufficiently large then
Lemma
5
no
Ki,
by
contains
(.8 ) contains ru disjoint cycles Crr,..., C1-, where m: 2t(r* - l)
and la ) ex, i : 1,..., m. Let

E

:

E

vi:

Y(c1), i

:

7,.,.,

n1.

Since each C,. is maximal in the sense given in Lemma 5. by Lemma 4(a)
we find that each vertex in Vi is adjacent in (Et) to at most r - 2 vertices

of V, for j ( i.

Consider the partition of E(Vr,...,V,n) induced bl' (f, . E|. Let q be
anarbitrarypositiveinteger. ByLemma T,tbete exists(Ifr ,..., ty*) - Kr*,
a subpartite set of (tr! ,..., V*), such that E(W-,.,..., W',,) a E. Note that
since each of l]ne m : zt(r* - 1) cycles is of order at most n - 1 and
since the order of the graph isp : zt(r* - lXn t I - 1'l - 1, there are
at least ml * I vertices of the graph which are not contained in any of
the large cycles. Setting b: ml f 1, 1et X: {xt,...,-ra] denote such a
set of vertices. Note that Lemma 6 implies that there exist sets Xr,..., X,o
withX, CWtandlXrl: S -(r -2)(ml;1) for i: 1,...,nr suchthat
E(X, ,..., X* , X) C E. Let Q be an arbitrary positive inte-ger. By Lemma 2

=K{, a subpartite verter set of is(Xr,...,X*),
f(fr ,.... )-. , i,tri...', {16}) canonical.
Since q is arbitrary, we can surel3- assume that Q ) max{cr,..., cJ.
Since (EBe) contains no K(b;. c,) for i: 1,...,s, it must be true that
E(Y:,...,Y,*)AEBi: a'. Also. for the same reason, the number of

we obtain (Yr,...,Y*)

such that the induced coloring of

vefiicc of a given Y1 arc adjacent in (EBr)
the number of vertices of X which are adjacent
1.Hence.
in some (E8,,\ to the vertices of some I, is at most ml. This leaves at least
one vertex of Xwhich is adjacent to vertices of (fr,..., I-) only in(EK),
i : 7,..., r, ar (ECi.-i : 1..... t. Designate this vertex as x.

vertices of X rvith which the

is at most b,

Consider the rn - I-pa*ite graph (E(Yr,...,Y*,{r}) n ECr). Let
Cro*. denote the smallest odd cycle, if any, contained by this graph.
Since I Yii:4, which is arbitrarily large, it is clear that the graph
contains all odd cycles Gi-r for all b 2 a up to some arbitrarily large
limit, providing that a exists. Since, by assumption, the graph contains

no C2s.1,1, we must have a > di,
For l: 1,...,h'1, select 3', e Y, and consider the graph with vertex set
V : {yr,..., !*, x} and with E(V) partitioned according to the canonical
coloring of (E(Yr,..., Y*, {t}))" Consider first the graph (E(V) ECL>.
^
Thisis a graph withm+ 1 : zt(rx - l) + t vertices and, bytheprevious
argument, containing no odd cycle of length less than or equal to
2dL+122'(r* 1) + 1. Hence, the graph contains no odd cycle and

-
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is therefore bipartite. Splitting the vertex set as evenly as possible, we
see that there exists Ute y with I tlrl:2t-r(r* - 1) + 1 such that
E(UI)nECL: z. Now consider the graph (E(Ur)aECr). Again,
this graph is bipartite since it is a graph with 2t-1(r* - i) + I vertices
which contains no odd cycle of length less than or equal to 2d, + | >
2t-1(r* - 1) + 1. It follows that there exists U2e Ur with i Url:
2t-z(yx
- 1) + 1 such that E(()r)nECo: a for i - 1,2. Continuing
in this manner, we finally obtain a sel (J1 with I t/r 1 : r* such that
E(U,)aECi: @ for i:1,..., l. We have already established that for
this same set E(t/,) A EBi: @ for i : 7,..., s. If r : 0, then there is
at this point a contradiction. If r ) 0, the fact lhal E(U) meets only the
edge classes EK.i, i : 1,...,r and I Url : rx implies that (EKo) contains
a K, for some i, and again we have a contradiction. I

5. Aoonrouar Rrsurrs

In our discussion of the critical coloring, it was noted that with
1,...,b"- i) the canoaical ladder CL[{ is such that
I:(n-l,br(E ) contains no P, and (EB) contains no &ar for I : 1,..., J. Hence,
(E ) contains no C, and (EB) contains neither Ga, nor &r,-r rlor
K(bi , c). On the other hand, if <f'r) contains a C,. it necessarily contains

a P, and if <EB) contains a K(b1 , co), it necessarily contains Pro, , Pro,*, ,
and Cr6. . Let CPn denote eithet C, or P, and let IBPQ denote a list of s

graphs, the ith one of which is a connected bipartite ,eraph which has
parts of size b, and cr' (bo { ci ( cz). Of particular interest is the case
where the ith graph in lBPCl is either K(bi, c), P:0,-1 (if b, < c,), Pro.,
or C16,. By the observations just made, the following result is an immediate
corollary of the main theorem.

Conorranv
large, then

1.

Lf do

)- zt-i(r* - l).for i :

r(CPn,lKl,IBPC),

tcl):

2t(r*

Except for a smail number of cases,

1,..., t anddnis sfficiently

- l)(n* /-

1)

+

1.

r* : r([K]) is unknown. Therefore,

in order to obtain explicit results, the list of complete graphs [K] needs

to be restricted in some way. If [1{] consists of only one complete graph,
1(,,, then rx : m and we have, for all sufficiently large n and if
dn )- 2t-i(m
- l) for i - 1,..., t,
r(Cn, K,o, [B], [C])

:

2t(m

-

l)(n

+/-

1)

+

1.
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In particular, if r is sufficiently large, then

r(C,, K*)

:

(m

-

l)(n

-

l) + t,

a result given originally by Bondy and Erdiis

in [2].
By eliminatinC [K] altogether, we obtain the following basic result.

Conorlany

2.

If

du

7

2t-i .for

i

:

1,..., t ond

if n is saficiently

large,

then

r(CPn, lBPCl, tcl)

:

2t(n

* I-

t) + t.

If, in addition, we eliminate [C] altogether, the following result is obtained.

Conorl.qly

3. If n is sfficiently large, thm
r(CPn,IBPCD:n*1.

We note that for the special case in which all of thc gaphs in the list
CP",IBPCI are paths, the result of Corollary 3 ansms a question posed

in

[6].

Except for the case in which [C] is eliminated altogrthfr, all of the results
stated thus far have involved a condition impocod on the size of tle odd
cycles relative to their number. By introducing a nsw t1rye of Ramsey
number, we are able to state results which no longer involve this type of

(< [CD to be the least integer p such that if
(EC, ,..., EC1) is an arbitrary partition of the edges of K, , then, for some i,
(EC) contains an odd cycle of length less than or equal to 2dn * l.
Now we can prove that if du 2 2t-i for f : 1,..., t, then r (< tC]) :
2t + l. Let Kr{E;l} be the complete graph of order two with its one
edge in class ,ECr. Then, the iterated bi-expa.nsion, bt-t(Kr{E;1}), gives
tbe desired critical coloring since it is a complete graph of order 2, with
edge partiton (ECr,..., ECr) such that for i : 1,..., t, (EC) contains no
odd cycle. Now we proceed as in the proof of the main theorem. Consider
the complete graph of order 2t + | with edge partition (ECr,..., EC)
and assume that for i : 1,..., t, <ECi> contains no odd cycle of length less
than or equal to zdr + 1. Since d, )- Zt-r, we have 2& + I > 2, + 7
condition. We define /

and so (ECr) is bipartite. Thus, there is a vertex set U1 with
I Utl ) 2t-L + 1 such that,E(Ur) n ECr : z. Continuingin this manner,
we ultimately obtain a set Ur-1 with I Ur_rl 2 3 and such that
E(Ur-t) C ECt . Since d, > l, this is an obrious contradiction.
In the cases where these conditions on the d6 are not satisfied, a
knowledge of r (( [C]) allows us to restate our basic result for the case
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where [K] is absent in a way which involves no conditions other than that
z is large.
The following result is a corollary to the proof of the main theorem.

Conorraxy

4. If n is sfficiently

r(CPn,lBPCl, tcl)

:

(r

((

large, then

tcl)

1)("

-

+I-

1)

+

t.

Proof. With q : r(( tcl) - 7,let Kr{E; r} denote a complete graph
of order r(< tCD - I together with the edge partition (EC1,.,.,EC)
such that (EC) contains no odd cycle of length less than or equal to
2dc

+

7

for i

:

1,..., l. Then the expand,

e(K,{E;t}, CLV))
is a complete graph of order (, (< ICI) - l)(n + I 1) such that (E )
contains no Pn, (EB) contains no Pr6. for i : 1,..., s and (ECr) contains
no C2a,a1 for i : 1,..., l. Hence, the desired Ramsey number is at least
(r(< ICI) - 1)(n+ l- 1) + t. Now we tet p: (r({ tcl) - 1) x
(n i I
1) + 1 and follow the proof of the main rheorem. With
m: r -(< tcl) - 1, we easily arrive at the point of having established
that there exist Yr,..., Yn and -r with " Yil : Q for j : 7,..., ffi
and such that the coloring of ,E(f. ,..., Y*, {x}) is canonical. Again,
(E(Yr,..., Y* , {X}) n EC) must contain no odd cycle of length less than
or equal to 2d, ! l. Select li e Yi forT : 1,..., fr and consider the graph
with vertex set V : { y, ,..., !* , *} and E(V) partitioned according to the
canonical coloring of E(Yr,..-, Y^,{t}). By assumption <E(V) A ECr>
contains no odd cycle of length less than or equal to 2dt * 1. But this
leadstoanimmediatecontradiction,since iVl: m + l: r(< tcl). I

In the remainder of this section, we shall conflne ourselves to determining r(< [C]) for the cases / :2 and t :3, Using these results, we
can completely determine the cycle Ramsey numbers r(Cn, C1 , C7,)
and r(C,, Cr, Cu, C*) 1f n is sufficiently large.
The case of t :2 is easily completed. If I > 2 and k ) 1, we know
that

r((

(Gr*r, Cr**r))

The only other case is for
result r(C, , Cr)
6.
Now consider the case of

:

r

({

:

22

+ 1:

5.

/

:

m

t

:

3. First of all, we have the result

:

1,

for which we have the familiar

(Crr*, , Crt*r, Cz^+r))

-

2z

nI:

9

snods
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ifl>-4andk > 2. lf k : m:

rr

A.r,.

1 and

I )- 5, the following argument

shows that

r

((

(Crr,r, C3,

C3))

: ll.

Let Ku{E;2} be the complete graph on five vertices with edge partition
(ECr,"ECr)suchthatneither(ECr)nor(EG)containsaCu'Thenthe
ii-.*puorin, b(Ks{E;2}) is a complete graph of order l0 with edge partition
(ECL, ECa, ECu) such that (EG) contains no odd cyclq and neither
>.- Ll'
<Eir> "ot (f'G) contain a Ct. Hence, r (( (Gr*r , Ct, Cz))
partition
edge
with
Corride, a complete graph on 1l vertices
(ECL, ECz, ECr) such that (ECr) contains no odd cycle of length less
it un ut equal to 2l + 1. tf I > 5, then (ECr) cont'ains no odd cycle and
is therefoie bipartite. Now one of the two parts must contain at least
(EC')
six vertices and since r(CT , Cx) : 6 ir follows that either <EC) or
contains a C, .
Note that ih"

t*o

results already obtained cover all but 1l special cases

of r (( [C]) for , : 3. Of these remaining cases, perhaps r (< (G, Cr, Cu))
r.quir., the most sophisticated argument, but, fortunately, the result
r(Cs,
-it Cr) : 17 is alreadY known [7]'
'l.iowCs,

,o hupp.rr that three examples provide all of the critical

colorings necessary to establish the remaining Ramsey numbers, Example 1
is b,Q{dE; l}). This is a complete graph of order with edge partition
1,2,3, <ECi> contains no odd cycle'
such that for i
(ECL'

:

,icz, icr;
ira-pt" Z l* tttt

I

complete graph with Yertex fi' Y: {O1,2,3,4,5,
6,7,{,9, 10} and having the edge partition (ECt,ECz,ECt) defined
as follows:

:

fir,i) I i - i - 4 or 7 (mod ll)),
ECz: {{r,i) I i - i - l, 3, 8, or l0 (mod 11)),
ECs- fir,i) I i-i:-L5,6, or 9 (mod l1))'
It is easy to verify that (Eq> contains no odd cycle of length less than or
ECt

G, and (ECr) contains no CB ' Example 3
set F: {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} and
vertex
is'the complete graph with
EC*)
deflned as follows:
(ECr
ECr,
,
having edge partition

equal to 9, (ECr) contains no

:t{r,j}

> r,i EC2: {{i,il li > i,i ECs: {{I,i} li > i,i ECr

U

i : 4 ot 5},
i - 1,6, or 8},
i :2,3, or7)'

It is readily verified that (ECr) contains no odd cycle of len-gth less than
or equal io 7, (ECr) contains no odd cycle of length less than or
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equal to 5, and that (ECs) contains no CB. Speciflc proofs verify
that
these three examples indeed provide criticar coLrings ior the ,"*uinirg
Ramsey numbers, leading to the following conclusion.

l> k > m. Then
r(((Cz+r,Cr**r,Cr**r,)) : 9,
rr

Tnronpu.

Take

t > 4,k > 2,m

2l
l>5,k:l,m:1.

Moreouer,

/(<(Cr,Cr,Cr)): r(( (Cr,Cr, CJ): r(<(C, ,Cr,Cr))
: r ({ (C, , Cu, CJ) : / (< (CE , Cs, Cs)) :
/ (< (C, , Cr, Cr)): r (( (Cr, Ca, G)) : 10,
/(<(G,Cr,Cr)) = r(( (Cr,C*,Cr): r(<(G ,Cs,C3)):

9,

t2,

and

(<

r

(C, , Cu , Cr))

:

17.

By simply substituting our resurts for r (( [cD into the generar statement of Corollary 4, we obtain all Ramsey numbers r1C*l Cr, C) and.
-if 'n
r(Cn , C1 , Co , C*) for n sufficiently large. Thus, we nur.,
is' large,

r(C*, Cr., Cro) : n + k + I z
r(Cn, C21 , Cro*r) : 2(n * I) 3,

-

and

r(Cn,

Cr1*1

,Cr**r):4n - 3

-5n-4

t > 2,k > l,

l:l,k:1.

Similarly, for n Sufficiently largg we have

:
C21, Cz*, Cz*+r) :

* I + k + m - 3,
2(n + I + k)
- 3,
r(Cn,C21 ,Czo*r,Cr**r):4(n * t)
- 3, k > 2,m )_ l,
:5(z*l)-4,
k:7,m:1,
r(Cn, Crr*r, Cro*r,Cz*+r) :8n
7,
I
4,k
>
> 2,m > l,
:10n-9, l>5,k:l,m:1,
r(Cn, C27, Cro, Cr*)

r(C*,

n

plus I I special cases which are readily written down.
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6. QursuoNs

t,
i
t

II

Among other things, the results of this paper have pointed to the value

class of Ramsey numbers typified E r(( [CD. More
generally, we have the following concept. Let {G}r ,--., {G}l denote specified
sets of graphs. We define the Ramsey number r({frr*.'{G}J to be the
smallest integer p such that if (Er,..., Ep) is an arbitrary pa.rtition of the
edges of r(, , then for some l, (Ei) contains at least one of the graphs from
the set {G}i. Investigations of this type of Ramsey number may shed

of studying the

light on several questions concerning the more standard Ramsey numbers,

r(Gr,...,

G7,).

general determination of r (<tcl) for f ) 3 sould be of great
intereit. More speciflcally, it would be helpful to know exactly for what
cases the result r (< tcl) : 2t + I holds.
All of our results have been for the case where there is exactly one large
cycle. Let ffi denote some specified list of graphs. It would be quite
enlichtening to know r(C n , C* , [X]), where r and m are comlnrably large.
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